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  DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/ 

MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE _ OCTOBER, 2019 

5012  CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT & SAFETY ENGINEERING 

PART  A 

 

1. PERMANENT ESTABLISHMENT :the employees working against the sanctioned 

permanent posts constitutes the permanent establishment 

TEMPORARY ESBLISHMENT: if the magnitude of work in any division increase s to an 

extend that it is beyond the capacity of the permanent establishment to cope with it. 

2. TENDER  

It is an offer in writing to execute specified works or to supply some specified articles at 

certain rates within a fixed time 

   3. REORDER LEVEL  

   It is a minimum amount of an item which a firm holds in stock such that when stock falls to 

this amount the item must be reordered 

4. METHODS OF PROCOURING EQUIPMENTS: 

     a. traditional methods :recommented for complex and comparatively huge project 

     b. design and build method : this responsibility covered by a contractor 

5. ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

   Purposeful activity indulged in initiating ,promoting and maintaining economic activities 

for the production and distribution of wealth,it involves a whole range of aptitudes like the 

capacity of taking risk 

PART  B 

1 STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT:  
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Briefing stage: in this stage different stages given by the individuals are studied with respect 

to cost and benefit in order to establish the economic viability or social utility of a project 

Designing stage :it is very important stage ,because any changes after this stage might be 

very expensive ,it includes specification ,drawing estimation etc. 

Tendering stage: during this stage the department enters into a firm commitment regarding 

the the project expenditure and hence the procedures of construction are carefully defined 

Construction stage: it involves the execution of construction work as per the designs 

,drawings,specifications and within the agreed limits of cost ,time and specified quality 

Commissioning stage :  

Transition between the construction and final taking over of the structure  ,for large and 

complicated construction works  

2 PERT 

 

 A probabilistic model with uncertainity in activity duration 

 An event oriented approach. 

 terminology uses words like network diagram. events and slack 

 basically does not demarcate between critical and non-critical and slack 

 finds application in projects where resources are always made availables as and 

when required 

 Espacially suitable in Defence projects where activity times cannot be reliably 

predicted 

 has three-time estimates 7. 

 Suitable for problems in indus trial setting plant maintenance civil construction 

projects, expansion schemes etc.. 

 

 

CPM 

 

A deterministic model with well known activity limes based upon past experience 
assumes that the expected time is actually the time taken 
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 An activity-oriented system. 

 terminology employs words like arrow diagram, nodes and float 

 marks critical activities. 

 is employed to those pro jects where over all cost is of primary important. There is 

better utilization of resources. 

 has one-time estimate. 

3. STEPS INVOLVED IN TENDERING 

 Estimated cost of work put to tender and category of contractor entitle to tender  

 The time limit and place of tender documents made available for inspection and to 

main tain blank tender forms 

 The place and date on which and the time when tender s are tobe submitted and are to 

be opened  

 The amount of earnest money and mode of payment and nature of the security deposit 

required in the accepted tender 

 With whome or what authority the acceptance of the tender will rest 

 Name of the authority or department inviting tenders 

 Name of work and its location 

 Estimated cost and time of completion 

 Validity of tenders 

4 RULES OF MEASUREMENT BOOK 

 The top- most lines under columns 1 to 4 on each page of a measurement book should 

invariably filled in the F ield 

 Any lines not required should be carefully scored out in order to prevent additional 

entries being made latter on 

 Detailed measurement should be recorded only by executive  etc engineers 

 Each measurement should be commence with entries starting 

5.WELFARE MEASURES OF LABOUR 

Labour welfare 
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 Welfare includes anything that is done for the comfort and improvement of employees 

and is provided over and above the wages.  

 Welfare helps in keeping the morale and motivation of the employees high so as to 

retain the employees for longer duration The welfare measures need not be in 

monetary terms only but in any kind/forms Employee welfare includes monitoring of 

working conditions, creation of industrial harmony through infrastructure for health, 

industrial relatins and insurance against disease, accident and unemployment workers 

and their families. 

 Labour welfare entails all those activities of employer, which are directed towards 

providing the employees with certain facilities and services in addition to wages or 

salaries.  

 Labour sector addresses multi-dimensional socio-economic aspects affecting labour 

welfare, productivity, living standards of  labour force and social security.  

 To raise living standards of the work force and achieve higher productivity, skill up 

gradation through suitable training is of utmost importance. Manpower development 

to provide adequate labour force of appropriate skills and quality to different sectors 

is essential for rapid socioeconomic development. 

 

6 SELECTION OF EQUIPMENTS 

 

 . BSI standards and publications specify requirements for the constituent materials 

used in concrete, aggregates and masonry. They also provide guidance for 

construction industry professionals to ensure appropriate selection of materials and 

good standards of workmanship in masonry structures. 

 Concrete is a composite building material made from the combination of aggregate 

and cement binder. It is the most commonly used construction material it's used to 

make pavements, building structures, foundations, motorways and roads, overpasses, 

parking structures, brick/block walls and footings for gates, fences and poles.1. 

Primary consider shall be given to mateials with good market availability and 

documented fabrication and service performance. 

 . The number of different material types shall be minimized considering costs, inter 

changeability and availability of relevant spare parts. 
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 Design life Operating conditions. Effect of external and internal environment, 

including compatibility of different materials.. Evaluation of failure probabilities, 

failure modes criticalities and consequences. Attention shall be paid to any adverse 

effects material selection may have on human health, environment, safety and 

material assets 

 

7. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CONSTRUCTION SAFETY 

 

 The safety aspect should be considered as an important component in construction 

industry. Following are the basic guidelines to be followed. 

 Every employee should be provided an initial indoctrination to safety by the 

contractor2. No employee should be given a new assignment without proper 

explanation of the hazards involved both to himself and his fellow employees. 

 . Adequate fire fighting equipment should be provided at crucial locations. 

 Employees under the influence of intoxicating beverage should not be permitted to 

remain at work 

 Prompt and sufficient first aid shall be arranged to the injured under the guidance of a 

medical officer 

 . Employees when working around moving machinery should not be permitted to 

wear loose garments. Safety shoes should be recommended. 

 Employees must use the standard protection equipment intended for each job. 

 All materials in bags, containers or bundles stored intries should be stacked, blocked 

and interlocked andlimited in height so that it is stable and secure against 

 sliding or collapse 9. In every working place, particularly in a confined place adequate 

ventilation should be provided  No person should be allowed to enter workplaces 

where there might be a poisonous or asphyxiating atmosphere without wearing 

suitable breathing apparatus and equipping with a lifeline. 

 . Lead compounds should not be used in the form of spray in the interior painting of 

the structures 

 

PART C 
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III(A)  

 

FUNCTIONS OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  

 

planning.organizing,and overseeing the various tasks involved in a constrion project..it is 

performed by individuals known as project managers.who represent the builder or contractor 

hired to perform the work. 

OBJECTIVES 

 complete the work within estimated budget and time 

 to evolve suitable method for achieving high quality workmanship 

 to provide safe and satisfactory working conditions 

 make it possible even for the lowest practical management , avoid un necessary delay 

 to motivate people for utilising their services maximum 

 create team spirit in the organisation 

NEED OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

 to estimate requird manpower 

 select different materials for the construction when there is any limitation in 

availability 

 proper co ordination among the agencies 

 sequence the activities to avoid time delay 

 to anticipate the factors that may cause delay resultingin increased costs and to take 

remedies 

 provide efficient programming for checking the progress of work and controlling the 

quality of work 

 Planning, Scheduling. Organising and Controlling for arriving at optimum time. 

 Selection of proper materials, their cost including lead charges, magnitude of man 

power and equipment, 

 The appropriate time for using a particular equipment during the construction 

 Availability of raw materials, future demand and the probability of increase in cost(v) 

Procurement of materials and machinery 
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 Probable time delays due to natural conditions like floods, famine etc, or due to non-

availability of men &material 

 Skills required in finishing the task as per specifications  

 Co-ordination between different organisations involved and quality in construction 

 

 

 

III (B)  

  JOB LAYOUT 

A site drawing of the proposed construction showing the location of entry ,exit, temporary 

services ,material stores and stacks, 

Purpose of job layout  

 More economical method of working 

 Reduction in completion time reduction in wastage and deteiriation of materials 

 Greater safety 

 Higher productivity 

 Layout of equipment 

 Should be placed near the materials,which requires protection from weater should be 

provided with temporary sheds 

 Factors affecting job layout 

 The nature and type of work 

 The site conditions 

 The method used for its execution 

LAY OUT OF EQUIPMENTS 

 Equipment should be placed near the materials it utilizes and also near the 

place of its use so that handling of materials is minimized 

 The equipments which requires protection from weather should be provided 

with temporary sheds 

 Arrangements should be made for essential repairs 

 Safety of the equipments can be assured by the security staff 
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 Space should be provided for scaffolding ,centering,erecting and also for 

removal and shifting of the equipment to the required places 

 Adequate parking space should be provided for transport vehicles 

 Sufficient care must  be taken for providing fire prevention equipment and 

other safety measures 

 

Factors affecting job lay out 

 

 The nature and type of work 

 The site conditions 

 Method used for its execution 

PREPARATION OF  JOB LAYOUT 

 Prepared by a site engineer 

 The construction plans ,specification,contract documents and other available 

information describing the job are carefully studied to get an idea of the nature and 

extend of the wirk 

 Drawing is then prepared to scale showing the outlines of the jobs to to be constructed 

 The entry and exit points the areas to be used for various temporary facilities such as 

office,stores,materials,stocks,excated earth 

 Machinery equipment repair sheds,parking places,personal facilities 

likecanteen,toilets,drinking water,labour huts,etc are marked on the drawin 

 

IV(A) 
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Duties of an executive engineer  

1. Verifies that no wok is taken up without administrative approval  

2. Exercise effective quality control and quantity control to see that the specifications 

3. Scrutiny and sanction of estimates ,preparation of revised estimates and giving completion 

reports  

4. ensure that all tools ,plant and machinery in the sub divisions are properly maintained 

5. responsiblke for planning ,scheduling,and controlling the progress of  works and expenditure 

in the division 

6. verifies that no work  is taken up without administrative approval 

7. exercises effective quality control and quantity control to see that the specifications laid down 

are strictly adhere to and the progress is verified 

8. scruitinity and sanction of estimates 

9. to see the contractors accounts properly maintained 

10. he can draw money from concened treasury 

11. ensures all the tools and plants properly maintained and utilised 

12. verifies materials at site and tools and plant accounts 

13. maintain contractors ledger,work register,cost wise stock accounts and the register giving the 

particulars of accounts 

14. checks the structural stability of all government building in his division  providing repairs and 

maintenance 

15. utililises the power of fixing rents for buildings  required for government offices 

16. invites the tender and fixes the contracting agency or nominates for carrying out the works 

17. acceptance of tender for work by contract up to 50000 

18. order piece works for works and repairs up to rs 10000 

19. to accord technical sanction for original works and repair works up to rs 10000 at a time 

 

IV(B)  

 COMPONENTS OF CPM  NETWORK DIAGRAM 

Activity : it is a part of project denoted by an arrow on the network.the tail of the arrow shows 

the star of the activity and head the end of the activity 
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Event : stage or point where ll previous jobs bursting out are still to be completed 

Duration : it is the estimated time , required to complete an activity and is denoted under the 

activity in the network 

1. A list of all activities required to complete the project   

2. The time (duration) that each activity will take to complete, 

3. The dependencies between the activities and, 

4. Logical end points such as milestones or deliverable items. 

 Using these values, CPM calculates the longest path of planned activities to logical end points 

or to the end of the project, and the earliest and latest that each activity can start and finish 

without making the project longer.  

 This process determines which activities are "critical" and which have "total float" . In project 

management,  

 There can be 'total float' (unused time) within the critical path. For example, if a project is 

testing a solar panel and task 'B' requires 'sunrise', there could be a scheduling constraint on 

the testing activity so that it would not start until the scheduled time for sunrise. 

  This might insert dead time (total float) into the schedule on the activities on that path prior to 

the sunrise due to needing to wait for this event. 

  This path, with the constraint-generated total float would actually make the path longer, with 

total float being part of the shortest possible duration for the overall project. In other 

constraint. 

 A project can have several, parallel, near critical paths; and some or all of the tasks could have 

'free float' and/or 'total float'. An additional parallel path through the network with CPM 

analysis tools allow a user to select a logical end point in a project and quickly identify its 

longest series of dependent activities (its longest path).  
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V(A) 

 ITEM RATE CONTRACT METHOD  

 

merits Demerits 

Additional and alteration in the plan and 

specifications can be easily be made 

As the contractor gets the payment 1against 

the actual quantities of items can be done 

Total cost can be computed after the 

completion of project 

 

Contracto not worried regarding the 

uncertainities 

Before preparing the bills for payment of 

many to the contractor 

It is used in most projects Great care shall be taken by the department 

officers strictly enforce the specifications 

during execution of work  

 

LUMPSUM CONTRACT 

 

merits Demerits 
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Works at less profit results in low cost Owner tries to get maximum work out of 

money  

The owner can arrange funds in time as the 

total work is known 

We can adjust the specification and alteration 

at later stage only 

Contractors profit depends on completion of 

work 

It may results high cost of work 

Materials used on temporary works during 

costruction are relieved 

 

 

 V(B)   

 

 BILL FORMS  

 

A) first and final bill : used for making payments both to contractors for work and to suppliers 

when a single payment is made for a job or a contractor on its completion 

B) running account bill A  

 This form is intended for contract only executed in the pice work system .it should be used  

If it is proposed to make anadvance payment under paragraph 197 A.P public works 

department code  

If on an account payment is to be made but an advance payment payment already made for the 

same work is out standing 

C) running account bill c  

This form is used for contracts for work executed on the piece work  system and for contracts 

to the supplies .it is intended to be used for contracts for work when only on account 

payments are made   . 

Modes of payments  

 First and final payment 

 Final payment 

 Intermediate payment 

 Part and final payment 

 Advance payment 
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 Secured advance ayment 

 

VI(A)  

 

RECOVERIES TO BE MADE IN THE PREPARATION OF BILLS 

COST OF MATERIALS ISSUED TO CONTRACTOR : 

    generally certain scarce items like cement ,steel and any other materials that are mentioned 

in the agreement will be supplied through departmental stores .depending on the actual 

requirements for the work the officer incharge of work 

HIRE CHARGES FOR TOOLS AND PLANTS 

 depending on nature of work ,contractors will use departmental tools and plant like rollers 

,dozers, trucks concrete and tar mixers on hire basis. 

AMOUNT TOWARD SECURITY DEPOSIT  

The successful contractor whose tender is accepted has to deposit 10% of the tender amount 

as security money with the department 

WITH HELD AMOUNT 

In some cases the entire amount of security deposit .will not be collected in one instalment 

before starting the work and will be collected in instalments.the first in stalment of 2.5% of 

the value of the work will be collected at the time of taking over the work and the rest of 

amount in further instalment 

PENALTIES  

penalty is a kind of punishment imposed o contractor so that he can rectify and take all 

necessary measures for defaults,the penalty may be levied as fixed maximum of 10% of the 

estimated cost 

. 

VI(B) 

           SPECIFICATIONS  

      Specification is a statement giving the details of the job to be carried out  

The structural drawings show the shape and size of the various structural components .it is not 

possible to give details regarding the quality of materials and the workmanship of each and 

every item of work on the drawing itself 
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Aims of specification   

Illustrate the quality of materials ,the workmanship desired and the method of doing work 

It gives detailed information regarding the materials and the workmanship  

Specification protects intrest of the intrest of the owner against low quality of materials or bad 

workmanship 

Specification also serve as legal instrument and evidence in case of disputes 

Types   

General specification  

 It gives the nature and type of materials which are to be used in the difference items of works. 

Detailed specification  

These form a part of the contract document and give detailed informations regarding quality 

of materials and workmanship 

Enforcement of specification 

Requirements which are definit and certain 

Requirements which are suggested by the engineer incharge 

 

VII(A) 

 

 CRAWLER AND WHEEL TRACTOR:  

      Tractor is a wheel mounted or track mounted self propelled vehicle used as a power unit 

moving construction or agricultural.a tractor is also used for towing trails 

2. BULL DOZERS : 

Bull dozer is in effect a short range tractor equipped with front dozing blade which can be 

raised or lowered by hydraulic /mechanical control 

3. POWER SHOVELS:  

Used for stripping top soil ,cutting,moving,loading into transport or conveyor and tree 

clearing or slump rooting 

4.DRAGLINES:  

 These are used for cutting rading embankment ,dumping soil or rocks on embankment slopes 

or on transport units and also river dredging 

5. HOES:  
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Mainly back hoes are used for earth work excav ation in trenches ,foundations etc.basement 

requiring precise control of depths.excavation in hard firm materials because direct pull is 

exerted on the bucket,and deep exacavation in confined areas. 

6.CONCRETE MIXERS 

It is a machine with a revolving drum often motor –driven , for mixing cement .sand 

,gravel,and water to produce concrete 

7.CRANES:  

 they are hoisting equipments having lifting capacities varying from half to 10 tonnes ,cranes 

are generally used in steel works dock yards and railways ,they can be either stationary or 

mobile. 

8. CONCRETE PUMPS: pumping concrete is easier quicker cheaper and better method 

compared to other methods of placing concrete 

 

VII(B)  

 

 ROLE OF TRADE UNIONS 

 Trade unions are an organization of workers who have banded togother to achieve 

common goals such as protecting the integrity of its trade ,achieving hgher pay 

,increasing the number of employees and better working conditions , 

 The trade union through its leadership ,bargains,with the employer on behalf of union 

members and negotiates labour contracts with employers.the most common. 

 This may include the negotiations of wages ,work rules,complaint procedures,rules 

governing hiring ,firing and promotion of workers ,benefits,workplace,safety and 

policies. The agreement negotiated by a union are  

 Trade unions traditionally have a constitution which details the governance of their 

bargaining unit and also have governance depending on at various levels of 

government depending on the industry that binds them legally to their negotiations and 

functioning 

 

VIII(A) 
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Functions of human resource management 

 To help the organization to reach its goals 

 To ensure effective utilization and maximum development of human resources 

 To ensure respect for human beings 

 To identifyand satisfy the needs if individuals 

 To ensure reconciliation of individuals goals with those of the organization 

 To achieve and maintain high high morale among the employees 

 To provide the organization with well trained and well motivated employees 

 To increase to the fullest the employers job satisfaction and self actualization 

 To develope and maintain a quality f work life 

 To be ethically and socially responsive to the needs of society 

 To develop overall personality of each employee in its multidimensional aspect 

 To enhance employees capabilities to perform the presen job 

 To equip the employees with precision and clarity in transaction of business 

 To inculcate the sense of team spirit team work and inter team collaboration 

VIII(B) 

 ABC and VED principles in stores management. 

 ABC analysis is a method of classifying items or activities according to their relative 

importance. It is also known as “separating the vital few from the trivial many” because, for 

any group of things that contribute to a common effect, a relatively few contributors account 

for a majority of the effects. The analysis classifies the items into three categories: the first 10-

15% of the items account for approximately 70% of cumulative value (cost) (category A), 20-

25% are category B items that account for a further 20% of the cumulative value and the 

remaining 65-70% are category C items, amounting for a mere 10% of the total value. 

 The limitation of ABC analysis is that it is based only on monetary value and the rate of 

consumption of the item. In a hospital, an item of low monetary value and consumption may 

be very vital or even life saving. Their importance cannot be overlooked simply because they 

do not appear in category A. Therefore, another parameter of the materials is their criticality. 
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 VED analysis is based on critical values and shortage cost of the item. Based on their 

criticality, the items could be classified into three categories: vital, essential and desirable. 

There could be serious functional dislocation of patient care services in hospital when vital 

drugs are not available even for a short period 

 A combination of ABC and VED analysis (ABC-VED matrix) can be gainfully employed to 

evolve a meaningful control over the material supplies. Category I includes all vital and 

expensive items (AV, BV, CV, AE, AD). Category II includes the remaining items of the E 

and B groups (BE, CE, BD). Category III includes the desirable and cheaper group of items 

(CD). 

 In the present study, ABC, VED and ABC-VED matrix analysis of the pharmacy store of 

PGIMER, Chandigarh (a 1,500 bed tertiary care teaching, research and referral health institute 

catering to the major portion of northern India), was performed to identify the categories of 

drugs needing stringent management control. 

 The specific objectives of this study were to: (1) analyze the annual consumption of items of 

pharmacy and expenditure incurred on them for the year 2007-08, (2) evolve a priority system 

based on ABC and VED and ABC-VED matrix analysis, (3) identify the item categories 

requiring greater supervisory monitoring. 

 

XI(A) 

Expectation of an entrepreneur 

 He should undertake the venture with the spirit of service to the society and not with 

an intention for maximum profits 

 He should correctly assess the actual need of the society for the products or services he 

wats to provide 

 He should work hard to umprove the economic efficiency through better management 

of resources finance and by reducing overhead cost 

 An entrepreneur can also provide suitable support to large industries ,in the form of 

ancilliary units .this results in reduction of cost of certain products 
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 He should help in human capital formation by producing men who  thinks interms of 

investing capital for productive activities 

 He should be successful example for self employment to entrepreneurship .this will 

create qualities like courage self confidence and self self reliance among the younger 

generation 

 He should plan ad promote more labour intensive activities activities so as to reduce 

the problem of unemployment to certain extent 

XI (B)  

 ELEMENTS OF TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

1. Management responsibility : the management shall define and document its quality policy 

inrelation to overall corporate policy and identify organizational forms and resources required 

to effectively manage the implementation of quality policy 

2. Quality systems : these establish and maintain a documented quality system to enure that the 

product conforms to specified requirement s.the management shall  ensure effective 

implementation of the documentated quality system procedures and in structions 

3. Contract review:  these establishes and maintain the procedures for contract review and for the 

co ordination of these activities 

4. Document control : the aim of this element is to recognize the scope on documentation to be 

controlled and identify the essential controls ,required 

5. Purchasing : the management shall understand the steps that ae to be taken to select sub 

contractors capable of meeting the requirement as specified  

6. Process control : identify and plan  the production in installation processes which directly 

affect the quality 

7. Inspection and testing: to ensure the inspection and testing at each of the principal stages 

namely receiving ,in process   

8. Corrective action : when ever a discrepancy is observed during an adult cause of non 

conformity shall be investigated and corrective action taken to avoid re occurance 

X(A) 

  ENTREPRENEURIAL STYLE  
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 Starts an industry without any expenesce 

 Over confidence 

 Uses the resources rationally and more economically 

 Skills are more organisational 

 Needs training to know various detail raw materials, equip ment market conditions, sales 

Government assistance etc 

 Adopts new techniques and producer new commodities 

 Has to sharpen his managerial capabilities like basic manage ment tool, finance and accoun 

ting 

 Has to refine some pochologt cal characteristic inherent in an indexual 

 Has family strong ambition 10 Takes certain amount of risk 

 Being an innovator introduces something new into the eco nomy 

 Searches for a new market hitherto unexploited 

 There is a complete union of ownership and control 

 Need not consult anybody while taking decisions 

 

 

Managerial Style 

 

Takes up the task aher an int is launched Experience makes balanced altitudes 

Comentional followed methods are Systematic and are subjected rather scientific individual 

experience and capacity May not be necessary in all cases Sacks to conventional methods and cannot 

change produc ted abruptly This may not arise Sufficiently experienced Normal Generally avoid any 

kind of rsk 

Follous systematic and conventional way Thinks of existing conditions Deals in organisational 

aspects Helps to promote coordination Has to consult before executing and implementing any 

decision 

 

 X(B)  
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   ISO 9000 

MERITS  

 It is procured by people who are very well converasant with the problems and failures 

occurring in industries .the clause indicate these points in very objective manner ,the notes in 

the standard are non mandatory and no supplementary comments are required 

 These are the standards where in specifications for quality system is provided .these three 

standar are progressive and additive  

 There is little dictorial in standars rarely it provides a condition .in most cases it requires the 

campany to leap from 2 and 3 to part 1 

DEMERITS 

 ISO 900 series of standard for quality assurance  were not written for any specific industry 

.there fore each individual system has to interpret these guidelines to their own systems 

requirements  

 These models are generic in nature and are intended to apply to all industries or to every 

activity 

 Evry industry has to consider it as generic in nature  so some people take it as great source 

 These standards do not indicate the method of implementing the requirements .as such these 

standards which are generic in nature leads to interpretive difficulties       
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